Commentary

Getting Serious about Substance Abuse Treatment Requires Adopting the Five-Year Recovery Standard

It is estimated that 21.6 million individuals in the US aged 12 and older suffered from a substance use disorder in the past year, but less than 11% or 2.5 million people actually received specialty treatment. It could be assumed that far more are in need of treatment, but the backstory to what is called the “treatment gap” is that 95% of people with substance use disorders do not think they have a problem and do not want treatment. Drug users spend about $100 billion of their own money each year on drugs and virtually nothing on treatment. While many are screened for substance use problems and referred to treatment, it is difficult to ensure that they not only enter but complete treatment. For those who complete treatment, the danger of relapse remains for the rest of their lives. Substance use disorders are life-long diseases. While some individuals suffering from a substance use disorder have stopped using drugs; most have stopped numerous times. Stopping drug use is relatively easy; staying off drugs is very hard.

This conundrum is particularly worrisome in the context of a significant increase in drug overdose deaths in this country; the number of deaths has nearly quadrupled since 2002 to an all-time high. In 2014, the most recent year for which data are available, over 47,000 Americans died of drug overdoses. About half of these overdoses, 28,000, were opioid-related, due to prescription painkillers and heroin. Fifty nine percent of heroin deaths include the concurrent use of other drugs. Opioid abusers are especially likely to simultaneously use many drugs, often including alcohol and benzodiazepines, such as Xanax.

The primary response to the current epidemic of opioid dependence has been a massive increase in medication-assisted treatment (MAT) using buprenorphine, methadone or naltrexone. It is regrettable but not surprising that the typical time a patient spends in MAT for heroin and other opioid addiction is commonly very brief (e.g., three to six months for buprenorphine and naltrexone and only slightly longer for methadone). Most patients who leave MAT return to opioid use, many shortly after leaving. Treatment programs that do not use medications for opioid and other substance use disorders typically retain patients for even shorter periods of time. No matter the type of treatment – or the primary drug of abuse – relapse frequently is the outcome of treatment for substance use disorders.
What can be done to reduce relapse? Though a life-long threat, addiction does not need to be a life sentence. A path to long-term recovery, not relapse, can be seen in the care management of addicted physicians. Because physicians with substance use disorders risk revocation of their medical licenses by their state licensing board, they voluntarily sign contracts for the management of their care with state physician health programs (PHPs) to avoid this penalty. PHPs do not impose any sanctions but they do provide a safe haven for such physicians. Under PHP management, physicians are required to enter and complete treatment for substance use and any co-occurring disorders. Following discharge, PHP management continues with monitoring, typically for five years, with frequent random tests to detect any alcohol or other illegal drug use. During this prolonged period of monitoring, program graduates are required to engage with the 12-Step fellowships of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) or Narcotics Anonymous (NA) or similar community-based recovery support.

A national study of PHPs showed that over the five-year period of monitoring, 78% of physicians never tested positive for drugs or alcohol, and of the 22% who had at least one positive test for alcohol or other drugs, two thirds (or 14% of the total) never had a second positive test. Forthcoming data from a follow-up pilot study of physicians who successfully completed PHP monitoring contracts show that five or more years after mandatory monitoring stopped, 96% considered themselves to be in recovery, with the vast majority reported not using any alcohol or other drugs. For decades the PHP model has set the standard for excellent long-term outcomes for the biological disease of addiction including addiction to opioids.

How can other substance use disorder treatment programs achieve similar outstanding results? There are three elements that ensure success during PHP care management and in the years following discharge. Currently most other types of treatment do not include them:

1) There is an externally imposed mandate that funnels addicted patients into high quality treatment and helps them stay there from intake through completion.

2) After formal treatment concludes, patients are intensively monitored for up to five years. Any alcohol or other drug use leads to prompt, effective interventions to ensure a rapid return to abstinence.

3) Throughout the time of treatment and aftercare management all patients are actively and continuously engaged in peer-based recovery support such as the 12-Step fellowships.

The PHP system of care management is part of the New Paradigm for the management of substance use disorders. Is this prescription practical for most people with substance use disorders, including heroin addiction? Regrettably the answer is no, because it is not possible to put those three elements together for most patients. The source of an externally imposed mandate could be families, insurers, employers or agents of the criminal justice system but few of these entities understand that their roles could be crucial in ensuring that an individual enters treatment and remains in treatment through discharge, then providing meaningful consequences.
for any return to the use of alcohol or other drugs and support in order to ensure long-term recovery.

The US health care system is in the early stages of a transformation in the care provision for serious chronic disorders along a similar continuum, including prevention, early identification, effective treatment and long-term monitoring to prevent and intervene in relapses. There are few, if any, serious chronic disorders that are more prevalent or more costly to health care than substance use disorders. It is in health care that the most hopeful location for the New Paradigm of treatment can be found as it is here that the hard-won lessons from the PHPs are just beginning to be appreciated. The state PHPs provide a template for making recovery instead of relapse the most common outcome of treatment. Helping the public and the health care field understand what is possible and how to achieve long-term recovery is an essential public health priority.

Today substance use disorder treatment is a vital part of the solution to the national drug problem, with heroin and opioid addiction its greatest challenge. Some patients now complete treatment, achieve sobriety and enter long-term recovery with the assistance of medications. Others do so without the assistance of medications. This is a worthy public health achievement to be celebrated. But most patients do not succeed with current care. The lessons and methods of the PHPs show the way to improve long-term treatment outcomes.

Using the measure of five years of recovery gives all treatment programs, those that use medication and those that do not, a standard against which to assess their rates of success based on a single easy-to-understand outcome.\textsuperscript{10} It is important to recognize that continued use of medications (such as buprenorphine, methadone or naltrexone) is entirely compatible with being in recovery – provided the patient is not also using alcohol and other drugs of abuse.

Publication of five-year outcome results for all treatment programs will provide patients, families and payers, both private and public, with information that will allow them to assess the potential effectiveness of various treatment programs and to make smarter choices. Universal calculation of five-year recovery rates, however disappointing initially, will stimulate effective new strategies to achieve lasting recovery for more people suffering from substance use disorders, and result in the improvement in performance of all addiction treatment programs.
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